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Xplore on the Go understands  
that not all those who wander are lost.

We provide a way for users to effortlessly experience Chicago through their own lens. 
This app empowers travelers to cultivate their own personalized experience and 
avoid the cookie-cutter approach to pre-planned vacations. We alleviate the frustrations  
of vacation planning and replace it with on-the-go, augmented, and spontaneous travel. 

With this app, you become your own guide as you discover Chicago  
through what is important to you.
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West Coast Development Team

JUSTIN BAKER 
PRODUCT DESIGN & UX

Justin Baker is a tennis-playing 
designer/developer who loves creating intuitive  
mobile and web products. He holds degrees from  
UC Davis and USC, with a UX certification from NYU.  
He harnesses his diverse knowledge to solve data 
design challenges for LaunchDarkly. Aside from design, 
Justin enjoys computer games, collecting rare rocks/
minerals, and volunteering.

VICTORIA BELL 
COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY

Victoria Bell is a digital communications 
professional for a global health solutions company in 
San Diego. By informing employees when and how best 
to use available technologies and digital platforms, she 
aims to help employees better connect and collaborate 
internally, improving efficiency and advancing 
innovation. Victoria graduated from UC San Diego, 
receiving a BA in sociology and communications. She 
is currently pursuing an MS in information design and 
strategy from Northwestern University. 

KATHREEN FONTECHA 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 

Kathreen Fontecha is a designer 
with over seven years of visual communications, 
photography, and content development experience. 
Kathreen received BA degrees from UC Davis in 
graphic design and English. She is currently working as 
a designer at a UC Davis research center. Her studies 
of both writing and design allow her to communicate 
ideas clearly and effectively, in ways that are visually 
pleasing and engage a wide audience. She is currently 
pursuing an MS in information design and strategy from 
Northwestern University.

LISA ROSE 
SOCIAL IMPACT CONSULTANT

Lisa Rose brings 17 years of experience 
in the philanthropic sector. She advises a range of 
nonprofits, foundations, and government agencies 
on strategies to maximize social impact, particularly 
within the areas of education, arts, and asset building. 
She has a reputation for building client relations and 
strategic alliances, both nationally and internationally. 
Lisa holds a deep belief in the possibility of a more 
equitable, sustainable, and compassionate world and is 
dedicated to innovating the way humanity engages in 
social change. 

MADHURI BORADE 
HR & HUMAN CAPITAL CONSULTING

Madhuri Borade is an experienced 
human resources professional with seven years 
of experience in human capital consulting and HR 
business partner roles. She is passionate about 
creating value for stakeholders. She has worked 
with senior leadership across clients and values the 
importance of showing business impact and aligning 
people strategies with business goals. Her expertise 
is in competency frameworks and high-potential talent 
management strategies, review and structuring, job 
evaluation, and development of job descriptions. She is 
currently pursuing an MS in learning and organizational 
change at Northwestern University.

We are people who understand people, who 
know how to communicate effectively, and 
know how to visually and interactively engage 
an audience with a memorable experience.

Xplore on the Go was designed from the 
diverse skillsets of the members of the 
West Coast Development Team. Each team 
member’s individual strengths provided a 
unique approach to solving the human-centered 
design challenges of developing this app. 



Our team is a diverse group of experienced, 
engaged, mid-career professionals who are 
curious about the world and would like to  
see much more of it. 
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Creating a Solution for Travel

OBJECTIVE
Design a mobile app for exploring the city of Chicago. The app should focus 

on one aspect of tourism like dining, art, culture, or sightseeing.

DESIGN CHALLENGES
The challenge in designing a sightseeing app is that a plethora of travel 

resources already exist—tour books, magazines, travel blogs, Yelp, and 

numerous mobile apps. Our goal was to develop an app that would 

incorporate all the advantages of these resources but offer a unique travel 

experience in alignment with the needs of an on-the-go traveler. The app 

would also include features that would help “plan” an unplanned trip as 

well as allow the user to document and share their experiences. Planning a 

“perfect” itinerary can be a time-consuming and arduous task, with countless 

hours spent reaching restaurants, places of interests, and how the local 

transportation system works. If the traveler is not a planner, the “perfect” 

itinerary has to happen very serendipitously.

Ultimately, this app needed to keep up with the needs of an on-the-go 

traveler who needs a travel resource as ready to go as they are.

With our key audience in mind—the spontaneous and social traveler—we 

sought to create an app that would assist in creating an effortless, perfect day 

in Chicago that, with minimal input from the user, could anticipate the user’s 

travel wants and needs. We envisioned the user being able to draw from a 

large database of restaurants, points of interest, events, and daily activities to 

dynamically plan their experience on demand. 

The mobile environment presents an ideal platform for our travel solution. The 

user will not be tied down by travel resources that are antiquated or inflexible 

with their spontaneous travel style. At the same time, the user will have 

information at their fingertips on a device they would not leave home without.

This app needed to have the utility and comprehensiveness of a tour book, 

the up-to-date information of online sources, and the mobility of on-demand 

information via the user’s phone.

The solution is Xplore on the Go.

DEVELOPING A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
During the brainstorm process, our team highlighted features of interest that 

we wanted to integrate into our final app. As we began to develop our app, 

we had two key questions in mind —  “What is the problem we are trying to 

solve?” and “What is the impact?” We isolated the following about the goals 

for our app:

Problem / Issue: Helping the user maximize their sightseeing in short amounts 

of time

Audience: Tourists to the Chicago area who want to tailor their visit to  

their interests 

Objective: Provide users with a guided tool to see popular sights 

Solution: Develop an interactive approach to help guide Chicago tourists to 

famous sights and activities
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CONCEPT #1 
Sightseeing game

• Achievement badges
• Image detection
• Social Media
• Geotagging
• Guided tour
• Spontaneous trip
• Filters—customize, be able to shut off 

information you’re not interested in
• General start points
• Real-time travel app

KEY FEATURES BRAINSTORM
• Geared to the spontaneous traveler
• Aims to help the traveler discover certain 

areas of Chicago
• Adjustable filters allowing the traveler 

to customize their Chicago experience 
according to their interests

• Augmented reality
• Integration of social media
• Geolocation capabilities
• On-demand “planning” of a trip

CONCEPT #2 
One-day, Two-day, Three-day 
sightseeing programs

• Budget — Confined by time and dollars
• Discount codes
• Food tour
• Neighborhood tour — unique things to 

offer
• Museums
• Architecture

CONCEPT #3 
Hopscotch

• Next destination starts with the next letter 
in the alphabet (my ABC)

• Search for sites with only 4 letters (LOVE) 
or 5 (music) or whatever…

• Love Quartet (Emerson)
• Letters to a Young Poet (first 4 lines). 

Rainer Maria Rilke
• Romeo and Juliet (any four lines) 

Shakespeare

CONCEPT #4 
Explore Chicago Through the 
Lens of Music, Art, and Cuisine

• “Fear Food” theme… hot and spicy food
• Go gluten free in Chicago
• Pizza vs. hot dogs
• Ethnic: Indian, Italian, etc.

Music (Hear the beat)
• Top 10 live music venues in Chicago
• Blues (Nat King Cole, Boogie Woogie 

Piano, Jazz)
• Rock (smashing pumpkins)
• Flaming Lips
• Cheap Trick
• REO Speedwagon
• Patti Smith (born in the City) 

Drink
• 4, 8, 16, 32 places everyone must drink in 

Chicago
• Best Chicago cocktail bars
• Where to find the best scotch
• Pubs

Movement (great photo places)
• Metro
• Train
• Bus
• Bike

• Ferry
• Taxi
• Walking

• Running
Other Ideas

• Literary
• Vinyl

• Vintage stores
• Architecture
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Research Strategies

RESEARCH STRATEGY ANALYSIS
We selected our research methods by further defining the problem, 

identifying sources of friction, and broadly segmenting our target users.

We planned to harness the pros of each research method to mitigate the 

associated cons. Our goal is to use these methods to:

• Refine the problem statement

• Identify friction points

• Identify user values

• Identify potential solutions

• Prioritize solutions

ASK

LOOK

ASK “WHY” QUESTIONS
Understand what is important to the audience and how 
they prioritize their interests. Why is the person traveling?  
What are they interested in?
Pros

• Simple and cost efficient
• Helps elucidate friction points and underlying 

motivations
Cons

• May dig too deep and bypass the real reasons

SHADOWING
See how the different members of the audience explore a 
city, what types of things are most important to them, what 
are they looking for? What habits do they exhibit? How do 
they use their mobile devices? What friction points do they 
come across that they do not even notice?
Pros

• Can see things that cannot be expressed in words
• Observe the intangibles
• Observe environmental factors

Cons
• Invasive
• People change behavior when being watched
• Hard to actually get an honest behavioral snapshot
• Remote Shadowing: Harness geolocation and 

accelerometer data to see birds-eye travel patterns  
and habits
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IMPLEMENTED STRATEGIES
Moving forward, we decided to focus on asking “why” questions by distributing a survey within our team’s 
personal networks. To start this process, we performed a competitive survey to determine resources our 
audience currently have access to, Xplore on the Go’s competition, features of existing travel aids that we 
wanted to integrate into the app, and provide a user-friendly and convenient resource.

REMOTE SHADOWING
Harness geolocation and accelerometer data 
to see birds-eye travel patters and habits.
Pros

• Quantitative way to analyze data
• Synthesize data from multiple users
• See birds-eye patterns

Cons
• Access to phone data requires app and 

technical expertise
• Does not give a detailed view of  

‘why’ just ‘what’
• Cannot observe nuances

PERSONAL INVENTORY
When the person explores, what do they 
bring with them? Do they bring their camera 
with them? Do they bring a book/Kindle with 
them? How is the user actually prepared for 
travel? How much do they pack? All of these 
influence the user’s persona and travel habits.
Pros

• What can people not live without, learn 
so much about the person, what do 
they take with them, insight on people’s 
priorities looking at what they bring along

• Infer things that people may not tell us
Cons

• Invasive
• Problems with over-analyzing items that 

have no significance

COMPETITIVE SURVEY
Survey the other products on the market 
like books, Yelp, Google, and other travel 
apps. We would ask travelers/travel writers 
what resources are used to help with travel 
experiences. We could also see what tools 
are already solving problems and which 
problems are still pervasive.
Pros

• Serves as evaluation for product-market 
fit, market opportunity, and problem 
analysis

• Allows us to see what resources people 
currently use and try to harness those 
resources as well

Cons
• A plethora of information makes it 

tough to complete a comprehensive 
competitive survey.

• May not help with innovation and finding  
innovative solutions

GUIDED TOUR
Have potential user give us a guided tour of 
their destination. What do they like to show 
us? What do they feel is fun to see?
Pros

• Allows us to experience a guided tour 
from a user’s perspective

Cons
• May be too artificially and tough to get a 

genuine experience

CARD SORTING
We can ask our audience to rank cards 
by preference and see what values they 
prioritize.
Pros

• Allows us to see a priority ranking of 
top friction points, solutions, and values. 
These would be tough to get with just a 
Q&A interview

Cons
• Restrictive and doesn’t allow us to get at 

the ‘why’

LEARN
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Competitive Survey

To understand our competition, we surveyed other products on the market, 

including books, Yelp, Google, and other travel apps. We asked travelers/

travel writers what resources they use. We also explored tools that are 

already solving problems and learned which problems are still pervasive.

ONLINE WEBSITES & TRAVEL FORUMS
Few of the most popular online websites and travel forums that travelers use 

to explore about Chicago and other places are: 

• Lonely Planet 

• Tripadvisor.com 

• Yelp for restaurants 

• Blog posts by famous travelers 

Pros: Access to a different options  / details, can be fun for people who enjoy 

knowing history, facts and figures etc. Yelp provides a great source of reviews 

for restaurants & bars and overall rating as well. 

Cons: It’s just “too much information” and difficult to choose what you want to 

explore. 

Elements to Address: Xplore on the Go plans to capture and provide 

information in edible chunks to make sure users who like reading more 

information regarding a place etc. can do so. We also plan to leverage crowd 

sourcing for reviews and ratings like Yelp for recommending popular  / trending 

restaurants & bars to users. 

GUIDED TOUR
Below is a list of popular tours in Chicago. Travelers who opt for this would 

have limited use of Xplore on the Go.

• Chicago Architecture Foundation Tours

• Chicago Architecture Foundation River Cruise aboard Chicago’s First 

Lady Cruises

• Chicago Segway Tours

• Tastebud Tours — Chicago Food Tours

• Chicago Walking Tours

• Bike Hike Chicago

Pros: Has a guide who has planned out and itinerary and share information 

at different stops. Guided tours are already planned out covering specific 

spots  / places to visit. Guided tours are great for people who are looking at 

exploring a city but not interested in research and planning. 

Cons: Inflexibility to customize. Travelers might want to spend half day in 

guided tour and then by themselves or not follow the whole itinerary. Guided 

tours have specific start times & might sometimes get booked out. 

Elements to Address: Xplore on the Go will leverage and weave in options 

to choose a specific tour if travelers are interested. Xplore on the Go provides 

a lot of flexibility to plan – in terms of places to see, how much time to spend 

at each place, self-paced, no start time 
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POPULAR TRAVEL APPS: (CHICAGO-SPECIFIC) 
There are currently several apps available on the market that would present direct competition to Xplore on the Go: 

Chicago Guide, Hotels, Maps, Events & Weather

This all-inclusive Chicago app (as shown in its 

perspicuous title) has a lot of Windy City information 

packed into a single app. Particularly helpful is the 

hotel guide, with relevant location, points of interest 

surrounding candidate lodging, contact information, 

and ratings all available via an bright and colorful. 

This apps has all the information needed by a 1st 

time visitor  / travelers. However, it does not has way 

too much information and is not very engaging. 

Xplore on the Go will have similar information but 

well organized. It will also have the option to have 

“real-time” updates  / suggestions based on currently 

shows and events nearby. 

City2Go

City2Go, the Chicago City Guide and Online Map 

is a useful travel guide for its offline capabilities, 

freeing you from concerns about maintaining a 

connection. The map doesn’t require a consistent 

data connection, yet offers extras such as tourist 

destinations and attractions, wiki articles to fill-in 

the blanks, location details, and even the ability to 

book hotels right from the app once you’re back 

online. Being able to work offline is a great benefit 

for International travelers. However, it is not very 

interactive. Xplore on the Go will figure out options to 

have downloaded content available offline. 

Choose Chicago

Chicago’s own tourist guide app is no slouch: 

weather forecasts, city events calendar, dining lists, 

entertainment options, nightlife spots, and shopping 

points of interest are all available. Choose Chicago 

has a database of 47 businesses ranging from malls, 

fashion outlets, spas, sweets, souvenirs and more. 

It is a very generic app. Its more of a database to 

choose options from. 

Outdoorsy

When creating an itinerary for visiting Chicago, 

we recommend (weather permitting) “dine on the 

lakefront.” Outdoorsy is an app specializing in bars 

and restaurants with outdoor seating, patios or 

beer gardens, powered by FourSquare. Imagine the 

perfect Chicago dining ambiance with the refreshing 

lake breeze, sunshine, and a chilled drink. Use of the 

app is limited. Xplore on the Go plans to have real-

time weather updates as well.
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Survey Results

INSIGHTS SURVEY
The Insights Survey was created to help the team:

• Understand user needs, obstacles and preferences

• Create personas based on commonalties and themes

• Identify target audience based on personas 

Once we conceptualized our basic app features, the next step was 

understanding the audience that would use our app and what they would 

need from Xplore on the Go. Due resource and time constraints, we 

determined that an online survey would be most effective. To create the 

question set, we analyzed what data we would be needed from users. This 

data would guide the development of features and functionality to ensure we 

met our audience’s needs and expectations.

SURVEY QUESTIONS
1. How often do you travel?

2. What is your travel budget?

3. What’s your activity level like on vacation?

4. Where do you fall on the spontaneous traveler spectrum?

5. What traveler are you most similar to?

6. What resources do you use when planning your travel itinerary before 

and during your vacation? 

7. What are the most important aspects of your vacations? 

8. What are your biggest travel frustrations?

9. What could improve your travel experience?

10. What makes your vacation a success?

SURVEY RESULTS

DEVICE THE 
SURVEY WAS 

COMPLETED ON

85%
Computer

15%
Mobile Device

GENDER

57%
Female

43%
Male

AGE

57%
25–39

17%
15–24

26%
40–68
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TRAVELERS AGE 15 – 24
• Frequency of travel: A few times a year
• Purpose: Travels primarily with family or to 

visit friends 
• Activity level: Moderately active 
• Budget: Moderate, concerned with fair prices 
• Spontaneity: Not very spontaneous 
• Planning resources: Very few traditional 

resources (magazines, travel books, etc.; 
Network is very important but online travel 
websites are the most highly used resources; 
Apps are highly used 

• Biggest frustrations: Wasting time, when 
plans fall through; Finding great places at a 
reasonable cost

• Opportunities for travel improvement: 
Knowing where the good places are; Group 
cooperation

• What makes vacation success: Getting 
desired intents out of an experience; Having 
fun with friends and family

TRAVELERS AGE 40 – 68
• Frequency of travel: A few times a year
• Purpose: Visit family, for work and for 

enjoyment
• Activity level: Active! Likes to make the most 

out of their vacation or trip with just the right 
amount of relaxation time

• Budget: Moderate. Not frugal but not willing to 
break the bank either 

• Spontaneity: Either very low or high. No 
“middle grounders”

• Planning resources: Uses more traditional 
resources when planning trip and itinerary; 
Network (most important in this aspect), 
magazines, brochures, and general online 
searches; Is not very familiar with apps for 
planning or transportation 

• Biggest frustrations: Delays, traffic, 
hassle of transportation and people; When 
accommodations and trip details don’t meet 
expectations 

• Opportunities for travel improvement: Less 
crowds and better transportation; Not having 
to deal with travel agents (booking people); 
More insider knowledge

• What makes vacation success: When 
everything runs smoothly; New experiences 

TRAVELERS AGE 25 – 39
• Frequency of travel: Consistently throughout 

the year 
• Purpose: Visit family, for work and for 

enjoyment
• Activity level: Active to extremely active
• Budget: Moderate to thrifty. Broader range of 

budgets
• Spontaneity: Moderately spontaneous. 

Prefers more structure but with room for 
flexibility 

• Planning resources: Very few reference 
magazines; Network is very important; Media 
savvy: online review and travel websites are 
crucial; Apps are popular but not the most 
important resource

• Biggest frustrations: Not enough time 
to fully explore, wasting time on “bad” 
choices — highest pain point; Tourist traps 
(blogs, websites can be deceiving, bad 
recommendations); Delays, traffic, hassle 
of transportation and people; When 
accommodations and trip details don’t meet 
expectations 

• Opportunities for travel improvement: 
Insider knowledge (best kept secrets, 
personal experience based on preferences 
and history) – biggest opportunity by a 
landslide; Better planning and logistics 
tools / Consolidating and streamlining 
tools / efficiency / simplification; Not having 
to deal with delays and crowds and bad 
transportation 

• What makes vacation success: New 
experiences; Having fun with friends and 
family; Making memories
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KEY FINDINGS

Women and men ranked nearly evenly on all measures

• Women travel slightly more often than men.

• Women report being slightly more active and spontaneous than men.

• Women report more need to “escape.”

• Men report a slightly higher budget for travel.

• Compared to women, men have a higher tendency to use online research 

and apps. Women still to some extend prefer travel books & guides

Travel aids used

• In the 15 to 24 age group, apps are widely used. These travelers very 

rarely use magazines and other traditional tools. Rely highly on website 

reviews and ratings

• In the 20 to 39 age group, we found that very few reference to physical 

research tools like magazines  / brochures

• In the 40 to 68 age group, travelers still use more traditional research 

tools like magazines and brochures. This group is also not very familiar 

with new age apps for planning, transportation etc. 

Technology

• Most of the people surveyed are familiar with smart phone apps and are 

heavy users of apps but not necessarily for travel & sight-seeing. Many of 

them depend on online reviews and ratings for choosing a restaurant etc.

Recommendations for travel

• For most users, word-of-mouth i.e. network of people who have visited a 

place is a critical resource

TRAVELERS AGE 15 – 24
• Least active (by small margin) and least 

spontaneous 
• Seeing landmarks of interest among top three 

aspects of travel
• Cost is biggest obstacle to travel

TRAVELERS AGE 40 – 68
• Travel least of any age group
• More active and spontaneous than anticipated
• Transportation, traffic, and crowds are most 

stressful

TRAVELERS AGE 25 – 39
• Travel most of any age group
• Most highly value new experiences, new 

memories, efficiency, good food
• Dishonesty and hype from travel destinations 

are most disappointing aspects of travel
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Potential Barriers

As a part of the product development process, we documented some specific 

barriers, which we took into consideration from the beginning and made plans 

to mitigate.

Limited use of the app during the trip 
Based on our research of the personas, we suspected that some personas 

(e.g., spontaneous and restricted time) might not use the app beyond getting 

to one or two locations. For example, a spontaneous traveler might use the 

app to go from a park to a museum but beyond that just wander off and start 

exploring on their own. 

Changing settings in a particular itinerary may be difficult to accommodate 
Based on the profile settings, Xplore on the Go includes suggested itineraries 

.However, some travelers will want more flexibility within a recommended 

itinerary. Although the app is customizable, being able to customize to every 

individual need will be difficult.

Preference for traditional travel-planning resources 
Although we narrowed our target audience to a certain age group — fairly 

tech savvy and definitely smartphone users — some travelers prefer using 

traditional travel-planning resources. For example, Lonely Planet users are 

very loyal and are huge consumers of recommendations that come through 

the Lonely Planet guide (guidebooks or online).

Traveler has already decided exactly what they want to see and are 
not interested in researching other options 
Most travelers have a sense of the main “things to be ticked” while visiting a 

place. Some users might find it difficult to skip options built into Xplore on the 

Go’s recommended itineraries. 

Conflicting user interests take the group all across the city of Chicago, resulting 
in more time in transit than actually sightseeing 

Within “group” personas, possible preferences of individuals within the group 

need to be considered. If the group does not have consensus and has varied 

interests, it will be difficult for them to navigate through the app.

Offering crowd-sourced infor-
mation from other users with 
similar interests, essentially 
handing the user a ready-made 

PLAN FOR MITIGATION OR OVERCOMING BARRIERS
To address the barriers, we have tried to accommodate many different 

scenarios and we ask specific questions of a user before populating 

recommendations. We also mitigate the barriers/risks by:

1. Ensuring that Xplore on the Go provides real-time suggestions and 

recommendations. For example, if the user wants to spontaneously 

attend a specific event, the app provides information about buying 

tickets at the entrance. Real-time suggestions are something 

brochures can’t do.

2. Offering crowd-sourced information from other users with similar 

interests, essentially handing the user a ready-made itinerary

3. Creating an alert for having user to follow a specific itinerary as well 

as alerts about good restaurants in their current area.

4. Providing groups with a way to visit all the sites they want to see in the 

most efficient way.
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Determining the Focus Audience

INITIAL TARGET AUDIENCE ANALYSIS
During our process, we determined an initial target audience that would be 

our starting point for our persona development. Our preliminary audience 

influenced the research strategy we would ultimately implement. Initially, we 

targeted broad population segments and eventually honed our segmentation 

from our research results. The initial segments include:

• Generation Y and Millennial: These generational segments are 

more ‘on-demand’ and ‘personalization-loving’ — they want immediate 

satisfaction and total control over their experience

• Short-Term Travelers: We would like to focus our research on 

customizing short-term, spontaneous trips localized to a particular region

• Weekend Get-away Travelers: These travelers should not be spending a 

week planning a two-day trip

• Explorers / Day Travelers: These travelers are those who enjoy the thrill 

of exploration — even if within a localized context

As we further honed our audience, we explored the extremes that we noted 

in our research:

• Gender Segmentation: Females may want a more socialized 

experienced; Males may want a more utilitarian experience

• Socio-economic Segmentation: Amount of disposable income to use  

during travels

• Habitual vs. First Time Travelers: First time visitors may want a different 

experience than those who travel to the same destination frequently

• Technology Savviness: How comfortable is the user in using available 

apps and technology while they travel?

FINAL FOCUS AUDIENCE

Xplore on the Go is best 

suited for users aged 

25–39

Travel most of any  

age group

Most highly value new 

experiences, new memories, 

efficiency, good food

Dishonesty and hype from 

travel destinations are most 

disappointing aspects of travel
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Persona & Customer Journey Development

Xplore on the Go as an app that can appeal to all Chicago travelers, so we 

did not want to necessarily exclude certain audience groups. With this in 

mind, we developed six main personas for users of Xplore on the Go, broken 

up into two categories of individual travelers and collective travelers. 

For each persona, we made specific considerations as each user interacts 

with Xplore on the Go. We developed our personas to be as inclusive as 

possible, to better anticipate how a user in their category would use the 

Xplore on the Go app. To develop our personas as a team, we developed a 

matrix (see page 30) that defined biographical information (age, education, 

hometown, etc.), interests (food preferences, travel style, tech skills, budget, 

purchases, etc.), experience goals (motivators and needs), and behaviors 

(personality, social media usage frequency, frustrations with travel). 

INDIVIDUAL PERSONAS

Sarah Richards,  
the “Millennial Traveler”
As a millennial, Sarah Richards would be interested in on-demand experiences and 
spontaneous travel. She would want instantaneous access to information on a variety of 
topics (e.g. food, points of interest, travel, etc.). 

Through Sarah Richard’s “Millennial Traveler” persona and customer journey, we will 
explore how she would interact with Xplore on the Go’s large database of tourist 
information. She is traveling by herself and is in Chicago to visit her friend. She arrives 
in Chicago around noon and is planning to meet with her friend in the evening. During 
the few hours to herself, she will be looking to use Xplore on the Go to find some quick 
sightseeing in her immediate vicinity.

Leslie Evans,  
the “Short-term Spontaneous Traveler”
Leslie Evans is interested in spontaneous travel. She does not like to plan her trips and 
finds existing travel resources and review sites to be too constraining in her travel style. 
She likes to explore wherever her feet decide to take her, so Xplore on the Go needs 
to keep up. 

Through Leslie Evans’ “Short-term Spontaneous Traveler” persona, we will explore 
how she would interact with Xplore on the Go’s augmented reality features. Leslie will 
travel wherever her feet take her but at the same time she doesn’t want to miss any of 
Chicago’s hidden secrets. She loves walking around and soaking the local vibe of a 
new city and Xplore on the Go’s augmented reality features will help her “plan” her day 
without the actual hassle of planning.
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COLLECTIVE PERSONAS

Henry Park,  
the “Short-term, Time-constrained Traveler”
Henry Park is a businessman whose days are scheduled weeks in advance. When he 
travels, he prefers to stick to digital travel guides and reviews (Yelp, travel blogs, etc.) He is 
in Chicago for a conference so he has limited time to explore, but is still interested in seeing 
and experiencing what the city has to offer. 

Xplore on the Go could offer Henry Park the ability to look at crowd-sourced data (i.e. 
what other users with similar interests and constraints have visited) to help “plan” his 
experience. Henry is in Chicago for a conference and will be spending the majority of 
his time on work-related activities. Henry prefers set travel agendas for both work and 
leisure. While he enjoys trying new foods and visiting new places, he usually relies on 
other people’s’ suggestions (Yelp, review sites online, personal suggestions) to help 
determine his travels. Xplore on the Go will help Henry draw from a database of what 
other users with similar interests and constraints visited while in Chicago, helping him 
create his “perfect day.”

Santiago, Ana, and their sons Lauden & Auguste,  
the “Family Traveler”
Santiago, Ana, Lauden, and Auguste create a collective persona that has clear leaders 
(parents) and followers (children). Their travel plans, however, are designed through group 
input—as a family—and are meant to include interests from all members. Through this family 
persona, we will explore Xplore on the Go’s ability to customize travel experiences through 
multiple input features. 

Through Santiago, Ana, Lauden, and Auguste’s “Family Traveler” persona, we will explore 
Xplore on the Go’s ability to customize travel experiences through multiple input features. 
This collective persona will travel together but have a variety of different activities to 
incorporate the interests of the group.

Mark Russell,  
the “Non-tech-savvy Traveler”
Just because Mark Russell is not as tech-savvy as other users doesn’t mean that Xplore 
on the Go has nothing to offer him. His typical travel itinerary tools include brochures 
and travel guides (e.g. TripAdvisor and Frommers). Xplore on the Go was an app 
recommendation and Mark will experiment with. 

Through Mark Russell’s persona, we will explore Xplore on the Go’s customization features 
that provides the user with travel guidance with minimal input from the user (and vice 
versa, the ability to customize for users who prefer that granularity). We will explore Mark’s 
experimentations with technology, particularly Xplore on the Go, to help plan his trip to 
Chicago. During this process, we will determine points where Xplore on the Go can provide 
him with better experiences in Chicago.

Mark Russell,  
the “Pack of Traveler Friends”
Young, spontaneous, tech savvy, constantly connected to social media, and the 
quintessential embodiment of YOLO. Crystal, Angie, Brittany, and John are a close-knit 
group of friends that while traveling as a group unit, maintains their own individuality. 
With different preferences and free-form travel style, somehow, this group makes it work. 
Additionally, with their different interests, this group may choose to split ways during the 
day and meet up later at a club or restaurant. Xplore on the Go seeks to provide this 
collective persona with ways to integrate their travel styles with social media and provide 
the group with GPS tools to determine a central location where the group can meet when 
they choose to go their separate ways. 

Xplore on the Go seeks to provide Crystal, Angie, Brittany, and John’s “Pack of Traveler 
Friends” collective persona with ways to integrate their travel styles with social media and 
provide the group with GPS tools to determine a central location where the group can meet 
when they choose to go their separate ways. This collective persona will travel together for 
the most part, but sometimes will separate
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MILLENNIAL TRAVELER
• Spontaneous travel style

• Wants on-demand experiences

• Interested in having unique and 
memorable experiences

• Has disposable income

• Tech savvy

• Constantly connected to social 
media

TIME-CONSTRAINED 
TRAVELER

• Travels are heavily dictated by 
time constraints

• Budget-focused travel 

• Tech savvy

• Interested in crowd-sourced 
recommendations for food and 
sightseeing

GROUP TRAVELER
• Adventurous travel styles

• Interested in group experiences,  
but sometimes prefers to explore  
the city solo

• Focused on experiences and the 
journey rather than just the destination

• Tech savvy

NON-TECH-SAVVY 
TRAVELER

• Not comfortable with technology

• Prefers routine and detailed schedules

• Prefers leisurely travel experiences

• Traditionally utilized travel books to 
determine travel schedules

FOCUS PERSONAS
During our initial outline for our six 

personas, our team determined 

that certain personas could be 

condensed. Sarah Richards and 

Leslie Evans were both millennial-

type travelers who wanted on-

demand experiences. We also 

decided to condense our two 

collective personas into one 

persona type, and explore how 

Xplore on the Go would be used by 

a group.

We determined two levels for 

our final personas. The primary 

personas focus on our target 

audience. The secondary personas 

address other audience groups we 

would like the app to appeal to:

Primary personas
• Millennial traveler

• Group traveler

Secondary personas
• Time-constrained traveler
• Non-tech-savvy traveler

Primary Personas

Secondary Personas
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Primary Persona #1

SARAH RICHARDS
Single and in her late-twenties, Sarah wants to 
make the most out of life — and her disposable 
income. Before settling down in her career, Sarah 
wants to reconnect with old college friends living 
in different parts of the country. She can pick 
up and go on a moment’s notice (as long as 
she okays it with work). Tech-savvy, she is 
up-to-date on the latest apps and is willing to try 
something new if it promises a simpler and better 
way of doing things.

AGE: 27

OCCUPATION: UX Designer

HOMETOWN: San Francisco, CA

EDUCATION: B.A. Design, Psychology

Persona Attributes

MILLENNIAL TRAVELER

• Spontaneous travel style

• Wants on-demand experiences

• Interested in having unique and  
memorable experiences

• Has disposable income

• Tech savvy

• Constantly connected to social media

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION & INTERESTS

• Food Preferences: Sarah is gluten free and is on the search for a fantastic Chicago gluten-free pizza

• Technology Skills: Tech-savvy and always interested in the next big social media app. Her guilty pleasure is Candy Crush

• Budget & Purchases: Sarah is a young working professional with a decent amount of disposable income. Sarah likes to 
spend her money on local art, paper goods (posters, postcards, notebooks, etc.), and good food.

• Travel Items: For her flight, Sarah is traveling with her carry-on luggage and a tote bag. For her day travels, Sarah likes 
to bring her camera, phone, a notebook, her wallet, and a few gluten-free snacks.

EXPERIENCE GOALS

• Reason for Traveling to Chicago: Sarah is in Chicago to visit her old college roommate, Amy. During her trip, she has 
a few hours to explore the city on her own and she plans to explore Chicago’s local art. When she meets up with Amy, 
the two plan to do typical Chicago sightseeing activities.

• Travel Preferences & Style: Sarah is pretty spontaneous in her travel style and often decides to get on a plane to 
travel cross-country within the past week. While she does research before she travels to a new city, she’s pretty 
content to wander according to what she’s interested in seeing that day.

• Sightseeing Goals: Wants to learn about a new place by going around and being a part of the city.

• Motivators, Latent Needs & Desires: Sarah loves the suspense of uncovering something new and exciting, 
spontaneity. Desires to have a Chicago experience perfectly tailored to her needs.

BEHAVIORS

• Social Media Usage: Frequent posts to social media — Instagram, Facebook, Twitter

• Personality: Sarah is an easy-going person who prefers having a small, intimate group of friends. She makes sure to 
continue to connect with her old friends both in person and through social media.

• Frustrations: Sarah dislikes planning and experiences that are over-hyped, leaving her disappointed.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY

“When I travel, I love being a part of the new city. 
Wandering and exploring helps me enjoy it more. 
I think planning too much makes you miss on the 
nuances of what a new place has to offer.”

Amy gets off work and meets Sarah. 

They both decide to try a new 

restaurant with fantastic gluten-free 

pizza reviews.

Sarah and Amy discuss what they 

want to do the next day. Using Xplore 

on the Go’s Team Connect: Xplorers 

feature, Sarah adds Amy as a fellow 

Xplorer. They’re ready for a day of 

exploring and adventure!

Sarah uses Xplore on the Go’s 

social media features to share her 

sightseeing adventures on Instagram, 

Facebook, and Twitter.

Sarah arrives at 2PM in Chicago with 

her carry-on luggage, purse, and sense 

of adventure. She is in town visiting her 

old college roommate, Amy.

It’s 3:30 PM and Sarah still has a few 

hours till Amy is off work. She thinks it 

might be a good chance to do a little 

bit of sightseeing. She opens Xplore 

on the Go to see if there are any 

public art by local artists nearby.

Sarah opens Xplore on the Go  on 

her iPhone. She uses the augmented 

geolocation features to find a nearby 

coffee shop with well-rated espresso.
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Primary Persona #2

CRYSTAL, ANGIE, 
SANTIAGO & JOHN
This group of friends has known each other since 
college. Crystal is typically the organizer and 
group leader. John just goes along with what 
the group decides. Angie and Santiago usually 
agree with Crystal but they do offer different 
perspectives. All four friends are looking for a one 
week escape to Chicago. 

AGE: Crystal (24), Angie (26), Santiago (24), John (25)

OCCUPATION: Various entry-level careers

HOMETOWN: Los Angeles, CA

EDUCATION: College graduates

Persona Attributes

GROUP TRAVELER

• Adventurous travel styles

• Interested in group experiences,  
but sometimes prefers to explore  
the city solo

• Focused on experiences and the journey 
rather than just the destination

• Tech savvy

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION & INTERESTS

• Food Preferences: Organic / Natural. Brittany is an on / off vegan.

• Technology Skills: All tech savvy with smart phones. Crystal, Angie, and Santiago have iPhones but John has an Android

• Budget & Purchases: Moderate. John is still self-employed and trying to make it, so his budget is typically the limiting factor. 
The group is more interested in having memorable experiences than buying mementos of their travels.

• Travel Items: Crystal and Angie like to be comfortable, so they each bring one large suitcase. John and Santiago 
typically brings a backpack and their laptops. The girls don’t really need their laptops, but Crystal has a tablet that she 
enjoys using. Since it’s Chicago, the group will pack relatively warm clothes. Electronics are a must.

EXPERIENCE GOALS

• Reason for Traveling to Chicago: The group tries to meet up at least twice a year to travel someplace farther in the 
U.S. This time, it’s Chicago. 

• Travel Preferences & Style: Travel together in one car to save money. Angie has the car, but they wouldn’t mind 
switching drivers.

• Sightseeing Goals: They want to get the full Chicago experience. Clubs, shows, food. They want to “see it all.”

• Motivators, Latent Needs & Desires: The group is open to new experiences, but nothing too crazy. Group needs to 
agree together. They are looking for fun and adventure. They want to see everyone happy in the group.

BEHAVIORS

• Social Media Usage: Crystal loves Pinterest and Twitter. Angie is a Facebooker, but John and Santiago tend to only 
casually share things.

• Personality: As a group, they tend to be easy going and open. Crystal is the stronger leader since she’s more decisive. 
As the only guy, John typically lets the girls decide where to go. Brittany gets a bit agitated if she’s not listened to, but 
Angie usually calms her down.

• Frustrations: Lines and waiting. Traffic. Wasting time. Being late.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY

“Spending time with my friends is what makes 
traveling meaningful and our trips memorable.  
The sites are important, but it’s more about sharing 
the experiences together that makes it fun!”

This is the group’s final full day and they want to 

explore the last remnants of Chicago before they 

head home. They use Explore NOW! to design 

a travel plan that included historical sites, scenic 

views, foods, and gift shops.

Santiago and Angie really want to see some great 

art museums, but Crystal and John aren’t really 

fans of art. Santiago and Angie create a sub-group 

on Explore and entire in “Art” while Crystal and 

John want to explore some mafia sites. The group 

agrees to meet up for dinner at 7 PM, so they 

create a full group event in Xplore on the Go for 

dinner at 7 PM at an authentic Greek restaurant. 

Even though they diverged on separate tracks, 

Xplore on the Go synced them up for dinner and 

they all saw a local movie.

Crystal and Angie really want to go to Macy’s 

and shop around some boutiques in downtown. 

John has some friends to visit, so he will be 

gone for the day. Santiago also wants to do 

his own thing, so he separates from the group. 

They do want to meet up later for dessert, but 

know John can’t make it, so they remove him 

from the Team Connect group.

The group BARTed to SFO and left for Chicago 

at 8 AM. They wanted to make sure they arrived 

in Chicago midday in order to check into the 

hotel and adjust to the timezone. They first thing 

they needed to do upon arrival was find the 

hotel and check in. The group had some time to 

kill so they decided to grab lunch. Luckily, they 

used Xplore to travel to the hotel, manage their 

reservation, and find a wonderful Italian lunch 

place near the hotel.

The group use Xplore on the Go to checkout of 

their hotel and leave in the morning so they can 

get home at a reasonable hour in the evening. 

Crystal is excited to share the trip, so she uses 

Xplore on the Go’s social media features share to 

instantly upload all of the group’s experiences to 

Instagram and Facebook.

The group decides to go to a Chicago White 

Sox game. Explore plans the game and a nice 

breakfast for the group. Crystal loved the 

game and took a lot of pictures, sharing them 

with her Facebook feed. It was also nice to 

be able to manage their tickets on the app.
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Secondary Persona #1

HENRY PARK
Henry Park is currently serving as the Vice 
President of Marketing for a startup app 
development company. Most of his waking hours 
are spent on work and how to get his company’s 
product off the ground. He travels mainly for 
business, but when he has time, does try to 
explore what the cities he travels to has to offer. 
Henry is very family-oriented and has a wife and 
two daughters. When he’s not working, he usually 
goes on small local trips with his family (but tends 
to get back to work in the evenings after dinner).

AGE: 38

OCCUPATION: VP of Marketing

HOMETOWN: Cupertino, CA

EDUCATION: B.S. Computer Science;  
MBA Marketing

Persona Attributes

TIME-CONSTRAINED TRAVELER

• Travels are heavily dictated by time 
constraints

• Budget-focused travel 

• Tech savvy

• Interested in crowd-sourced 
recommendations for food and sightseeing

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION & INTERESTS

• Food Preferences: Henry is open to eating just about anything. While he did grow up eating Korean food, being in the 
SF Bay Area, he’s been exposed to different ethnic foods and loves trying new foods.

• Technology Skills: Henry is very tech savvy and uses his smartphone to communicate via e-mail and chat with his 
coworkers while he is away from the office. Uses various apps such as Yelp, Mint, and other Google apps.

• Budget & Purchases: Since Henry travels mostly for business, he needs to stay within the budget of his per-diem for 
food. Henry is mostly interested in doing a little big of sightseeing and less on purchasing items for himself. He does, 
however, want to purchase some keychains or t-shirts for his two daughters, and a scarf or mug for his wife.

• Travel Items: Henry usually travels with carryon luggage, laptop, tablet, phone in a backpack. In his backpack, he also 
has whitepapers and datasheets for his company’s product.

EXPERIENCE GOALS

• Reason for Traveling to Chicago: Henry is in Chicago to attend DX Summit 2015, a conference to attend sessions, 
learn new strategies in DX, and above all, network. Since he’s only been to Chicago two other times, both during other 
business trips or conferences, and unlike his other trips, Henry has some extra days in Chicago. He’s hoping to spend 
the last day and a half of his trip doing some sightseeing of what Chicago has to offer.

• Travel Preferences & Style: Henry enjoys sightseeing to see different cities’ landmarks and trying to new foods. Henry 
prefers having a set agenda for travel rather than wandering and seeing what he stumbles upon.

• Sightseeing Goals: Henry wants to visit the Cloud Gate, 360 Chicago, Willis Tower Skydeck, Magnificent Mile, and look 
for a restaurant well-known for their deep dish pizza.

• Motivators, Latent Needs & Desires: Time-constrained, but still wants to see what makes Chicago unique. Wants to 
bring a piece of Chicago and his experiences back to his family. Henry is currently struggling with a proper work-life 
balance. Business trips, while hectic and demanding, does offer him some time to travel to new places. He’s also on the 
lookout for potential family vacations he can take--once the startup is more stable.

BEHAVIORS

• Social Media Usage: Occasional forays into Facebook, but mostly to connect with his brother and sisters. Keeps his 
LinkedIn up to date and uses it to network.

• Personality: Borderline workaholic, but trying not to be; Very close to his family

• Frustrations: Working too many hours, but still wants to take time for his personal life. However, even in his leisure time, 
his scheduling tendencies still come out.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY

“Work takes up most of my time, there’s always 
plenty to do. However, when I travel, I do want to 
make time to sightsee and bring back a bit of my 
travels to my family back home.”

It’s time for Henry to go home. Despite 

having a busy trip, he feels that he had 

a fair amount of time exploring Chicago. 

Xplore on the Go helped tailor a travel 

plan based on Henry’s interests and 

helped him see everything he wanted to 

see in the most efficient way possible.

Henry does some sightseeing 

and purchases a few souvenirs 

for his family.

Henry arrives to Chicago around 9:30 CST. He 

takes a taxi to his hotel, W Hotel City Center (the 

conference hotel). He grabs a quick dinner at the 

hotel restaurant, unpacks, checks his email, and 

settles in for the night, trying to get a good night’s 

rest before the conference.

Using Xplore on the Go, Henry 

notes that he’s interested in food 

and sightseeing. He’s not really 

interested in wandering, so he 

sees what sites and restaurants 

other Xplore on the Go users with 

similar interests have visited.

Henry attends the conference, 

going to sessions, networking, 

and marketing his product 

to potential clients. After the 

conference, Henry has a day and 

a half left to explore Chicago.
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Secondary Persona #2

MARK RUSSELL
Mark Russell has worked at the same company for 
20 years in Finance. His 20-something kids can’t 
believe it. Not surprisingly, Mark is a fan of routine, 
therefore, doesn’t care much for change. He 
goes to the gym at the same time every morning 
and always makes sure to DVR his favorite show 
Jeopardy. His kids told him about this app and he 
is open to trying something new but nervous his 
technology short comings might hold him back.

AGE: 52

OCCUPATION: Sales Manager

HOMETOWN: TEMPE, AZ

EDUCATION: College Graduate

Persona Attributes

NON-TECH-SAVVY TRAVELER

• Not comfortable with technology

• Prefers routine and detailed schedules

• Prefers leisurely travel experiences

• Traditionally utilized travel books to 
determine travel schedules

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION & INTERESTS

• Food Preferences: Traditional. Meat and potatoes. However, he is more “gastropub” than diner or dive bar.

• Technology Skills: Can get by but not comfortable. He often forgets to do his software updates. Has a very limited number 
of apps (Google Maps, Tip calculator). Uses 10% of his cell phones functionality. Prefers to call to make travel reservations.

• Budget & Purchases: Mark and his wife save for their annual trips. He typically picks 3.5 – 4 star hotels and can afford 
moderately priced meals. While not luxurious, his trips are not frugal either. Would rather spend money on experiences

• Travel Items: Carry on and a briefcase

EXPERIENCE GOALS

• Reason for Traveling to Chicago: He enjoys traveling and spends a fair amount of time browsing brochures, 
TripAdvisor, and Frommer’s planning his itineraries. He and his wife try to plan at least one short and one long trip a year.

• Travel Preferences & Style: Travels with his wife. Makes detailed schedules. Enjoys landmarks and places of interest/
history. Typically rents a car or walks.

• Sightseeing Goals: Wants to learn about a new place by going around and being a part of the city.

• Motivators, Latent Needs & Desires: Interested in seeing historical sites. Explore a new places with his wife. Wants to 
break up his routine and do something new.

BEHAVIORS

• Social Media Usage: None

• Personality: Structured, friendly, organized, thoughtful, and smart. Gets along with most people. Can be patient but can 
also get frustrated (see below)

• Frustrations: Doesn’t like to be rushed and doesn’t like crowds.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY

“My wife and I love to explore new cities. We tackle each 
vacation the same way — picking the location, researching the 
must-sees. However, my kids say I need to ‘up my game’ and 
plan trips using sources outside of my traditional resources.”

Day 3: A scheduled “relaxing day.” 

He has nothing on the books but a 

Cubs game later that night. Perfect 

opportunity to try Xplore on the Go.

Day 1: Mark and wife arrive in Chicago at 3 PM CST. Mark fell back on 

his old habits and browsed Travel&Leisure magazine on the flight. 

However, his son downloaded Xplore on the Go on his phone and he 

promised he’d use it once in Chicago. He and his wife like to check-

in to their hotel first thing so he grabs a cab and heads to their hotel 

downtown. After unpacking, Mark and his wife walk to dinner at a well-

known eatery a few blocks from their hotel

Day 2: Mark and wife grab breakfast at the 

hotel and set out for a full day of activities. 

They take an architecture boat tour before 

lunch, then visit the Sears Tower and the 

Navy Pier in the afternoon.

Day 4: Happy with his Xplore on the 

Go experience, Mark uses the app 

to find one more activity before their 

flight after lunch.
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION & INTERESTS EXPERIENCE GOALS BEHAVIORS

PERSONA NAME BACKGROUND AGE HOMETOWN EDUCATION
FOOD  
PREFS.

TECH SKILLS BUDGET PURCHASES TRAVEL ITEMS REASON FOR TRAVELING TO CHICAGO
TRAVEL  

PREFERENCES & 
STYLE

SIGHTSEEING GOALS MOTIVATORS
LATENT NEEDS & 

DESIRES
SOCIAL MEDIA USAGE PERSONALITY FRUSTRATIONS

Millennial /  
Gen Y 

Traveler

Sarah 
Richards

Single and in her late-twenties, Sarah wants to make the most out of 
life — and her disposable income. Before settling down in her career, 
Sarah wants to reconnect with old college friends living in different 
parts of the country. She can pick up and go on a moment’s no-
tice (as long as she okays it with work). Tech-savvy, she is up-to-date 
on the latest apps and is willing to try something new if it promises a 
simpler and better way of doing things.

27 San Francisco, 
CA

B.A. Design, 
Psychology

Sarah is gluten 
free and is on 
the search for a 
fantastic Chica-
go gluten-free 
pizza

Tech-savvy; Instagram, 
Facebook, Twitter

Sarah is a young 
working professional 
with a decent 
amount of dispos-
able income

Sarah likes to spend 
her money on local 
art, paper goods 
(posters, postcards, 
notebooks, etc.), and 
good food.

For her flight, Sarah 
is traveling with her 
carry-on luggage 
and a tote bag. For 
her day travels, 
Sarah likes to bring 
her camera, phone, 
a notebook, her 
wallet, and a few 
gluten-free snacks

Sarah is in Chicago to visit her old college roommate, 
Amy. During her trip, she has a few hours to explore the 
city on her own and she plans to explore Chicago’s local 
art. When she meets up with Amy, the two plan to do 
typical Chicago sightseeing activities.

Sarah is pretty spontaneous 
in her travel style and often 
decides to get on a plane to 
travel cross-country within the 
past week. While she does 
research before she travels 
to a new city, she’s pretty 
content to wander according 
to what she’s interested in 
seeing that day. 

Sarah wants to check out 
Chicago’s local art and 
cuisine with her friend.

On-demand experiences Desire to have a Chicago 
experience perfectly tailored 
to her needs. 

Frequent posts to social me-
dia — Instagram, Facebook, 
Twitter

Sarah is an easy-going 
person who prefers having 
a small, intimate group of 
friends. She makes sure to 
continue to connect with her 
old friends both in person 
and through social media.

Experiences that are  
over-hyped leaving her 
disappointed

Short-term 
Spontaneous 

Traveler 

Leslie 
Evans

Leslie Evans is a recent graduate and has started working with an 
Ad agency. She loves traveling but hates planning. She loves being 
spontaneous and exploring something new. She visits new cities 
over weekend to spend time with her friends. However, she came in 
most cases she comes at least two days earlier to explore the city. 
She loves walking around and soaking the local vibe of a new city.

24 New York, NY B.S. in Mass 
Media &  
Communication

Leslie loves 
exploring. She 
is very fond of 
trying local eats 
especially street 
side and food 
trucks. 

Tech-savvy; latest apps, 
social media

Leslie travels on a 
low budget. She 
likes traveling but 
maintaining a life-
style in New York is 
expensive. She visits 
friends, crashes 
on their couches, 
travels on foot/local 
transportation to 
save money for the 
good stuff of her trip

Just souvenirs 
or post cards. 
Something local to 
remember the place.

Just a carry-on bag 
pack with packing 
for the weekend. 
Casual jeans, shirts, 
sneakers etc.

It is Leslie’s first trip to Chicago. Doesn’t want to me 
be constraints with too many blogs/recommendations. 
Loves exploring on the go and changing course of trip. 
She does not mind missing a few things on the itinerary 
for the purpose of enjoying something she likes for 
some more time. She is definitely not time constrained 
to move from one spot to another just for tick mark.

Travels on quick trips by 
herself to meet up new/
old friends in new cities. 
Enjoys immersing herself in 
local culturals. Likes a few 
monuments and popular 
places, but prefers the road 
less traveled (not many 
explored  / less popular things 
to do)

Wants to learn about a new 
place by going around and 
being a part of the city

Suspense of uncovering 
something new and exciting, 
spontaneity

Desire to explore and discov-
er new things

Post a picture from every 
day’s experience on In-
stagram and Facebook. 
Check-in on Facebook 
whenever she visits a new 
place  / restaurant

Bubbly, friendly, open to 
making new friends, talking to 
strangers, okay with traveling 
by herself

Hates to plan

Short-term 
time-

constrained 
Traveler

Henry Park

Henry Park is currently serving as the Vice President of Marketing for 
a startup app development company. Most of his waking hours are 
spent on work and how to get his company’s product off the ground. 
The startup is fairly small and as such, Henry has to wear many hats 
in the company. He travels mainly for business, but when he has 
time, does try to explore what the cities he travels to has to offer. 
Henry is usually on a budget and sticks to more frugal places when 
he’s exploring on his own, but will go to more expensive restaurants 
when networking with potential clients. Henry is very family-orient-
ed and has a wife and two daughters. When he’s not working, he 
usually goes on small local trips with his family (but tends to get back 
to work in the evenings after dinner).

38 Cupertino, CA B.S. Computer 
Science 
MBA Marketing

Henry is open 
to eating just 
about anything. 
While he did 
grow up eating 
Korean food, 
being in the SF 
Bay Area, he’s 
been exposed 
to different 
ethnic foods 
and loves trying 
new foods.

Henry is very tech savvy 
and uses his smartphone 
to communicate via e-mail 
and chat with his cowork-
ers while he is away from 
the office. While he posts 
infrequently on Facebook 
(mostly to communicate 
with his more-FB-connect-
ed brother and sisters), he 
does use apps like Yelp, 
Google Maps and Mint 
(along with Google’s suite 
of apps--Drive, Hangouts, 
Gmail) to figure out places 
he wants to go and keep 
track of his budget.

Since Henry travels 
mostly for business, 
he needs to stay 
within the budget 
of his per-diem for 
food.

Henry is mostly inter-
ested in doing a little 
big of sightseeing 
and less on purchas-
ing items for himself. 
He does, however, 
want to purchase 
some keychains or 
t-shirts for his two 
daughters, and a 
scarf or mug for 
his wife.

Henry usually 
travels with a 
carryon wheeled 
luggage--standard 
travel luggage of 
business travelers. 
He also travels 
with his laptop, 
tablet, phone in a 
backpack. In his 
backpack, he also 
has whitepapers 
and datasheets 
for his company’s 
product--he likes to 
be prepared in an 
opportunity where 
he can sell his 
product to interested 
customers.

Henry is in Chicago to attend DX Summit 2015, a confer-
ence focusing on new innovations in digital experiences 
(DX). Henry is in Chicago to attend sessions, learn new 
strategies in DX, and above all, network. He’ll be spend-
ing most of his time at the conference and networking 
with contacts after conference hours. Since he’s only 
been to Chicago two other times, both during other 
business trips or conferences, and unlike his other trips, 
Henry has some extra days in Chicago. He’s hoping 
to spend the last day and a half of his trip doing some 
sightseeing of what Chicago has to offer.

Henry travels by himself and 
primarily for business trips. 
He enjoys sightseeing to see 
different cities’ landmarks--ar-
chitecture, history, statues, 
etc. He enjoys trying to new 
foods, but usually sticks to 
restaurants that the different 
cities are known for rather 
than exploring for himself (Or 
things he’s seen on Food 
Network when his wife is 
watching TV; also, Yelp.com). 
He prefers to stay in cities--or 
anywhere with good phone 
signal and free WiFi--rather 
than going out on hikes or 
anywhere off the beaten 
path. He’s pretty busy with 
work, so he likes to keep his 
sightseeing to a few sites. 
Henry prefers having a set 
agenda for travel--much 
like a checklist--rather than 
wandering and seeing what 
he stumbles upon.

Henry wants to visit the 
Cloud Gate, 360 Chicago, 
Willis Tower Skydeck, 
Magnificent Mile, and look for 
a restaurant well-known for 
their deep dish pizza.

Time-constrained, but still 
wants to see what makes 
Chicago unique. Wants to 
bring a piece of Chicago 
and his experiences back to 
his family.

Henry is currently struggling 
with a proper work-life 
balance. The needs for a 
startup are demanding and 
often puts in more than the 
standard 40 hours per week. 
Business trips, while hectic 
and demanding, does offer 
him some time to travel to 
new places. He’s also on the 
lookout for potential family 
vacations he can take--once 
the startup is more stable.

Occasional forays into Face-
book, but mostly to connect 
with his brother and sisters

Borderline workaholic, but 
trying not to be; Extremely 
focused on his work and cre-
ating and marketing a good 
product; Very close family 
unit--when he does have 
some down time between 
work and business trips, 
he usually likes taking day 
trips to the Exploratorium or 
Monterey Bay Aquarium with 
his wife and daughters.

Working too many hours, but 
still wants to take time for 
his personal life. However, 
even in his leisure time, his 
scheduling tendencies still 
come out.

ORIGINAL PERSONA MATRIX  Original matrix can be viewed at http://bit.ly/1lT520G
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PERSONA NAME BACKGROUND AGE HOMETOWN EDUCATION
FOOD  
PREFS.

TECH SKILLS BUDGET PURCHASES TRAVEL ITEMS REASON FOR TRAVELING TO CHICAGO
TRAVEL  

PREFERENCES & 
STYLE

SIGHTSEEING GOALS MOTIVATORS
LATENT NEEDS & 

DESIRES
SOCIAL MEDIA USAGE PERSONALITY FRUSTRATIONS

Millennial /  
Gen Y 

Traveler

Sarah 
Richards

Single and in her late-twenties, Sarah wants to make the most out of 
life — and her disposable income. Before settling down in her career, 
Sarah wants to reconnect with old college friends living in different 
parts of the country. She can pick up and go on a moment’s no-
tice (as long as she okays it with work). Tech-savvy, she is up-to-date 
on the latest apps and is willing to try something new if it promises a 
simpler and better way of doing things.

27 San Francisco, 
CA

B.A. Design, 
Psychology

Sarah is gluten 
free and is on 
the search for a 
fantastic Chica-
go gluten-free 
pizza

Tech-savvy; Instagram, 
Facebook, Twitter

Sarah is a young 
working professional 
with a decent 
amount of dispos-
able income

Sarah likes to spend 
her money on local 
art, paper goods 
(posters, postcards, 
notebooks, etc.), and 
good food.

For her flight, Sarah 
is traveling with her 
carry-on luggage 
and a tote bag. For 
her day travels, 
Sarah likes to bring 
her camera, phone, 
a notebook, her 
wallet, and a few 
gluten-free snacks

Sarah is in Chicago to visit her old college roommate, 
Amy. During her trip, she has a few hours to explore the 
city on her own and she plans to explore Chicago’s local 
art. When she meets up with Amy, the two plan to do 
typical Chicago sightseeing activities.

Sarah is pretty spontaneous 
in her travel style and often 
decides to get on a plane to 
travel cross-country within the 
past week. While she does 
research before she travels 
to a new city, she’s pretty 
content to wander according 
to what she’s interested in 
seeing that day. 

Sarah wants to check out 
Chicago’s local art and 
cuisine with her friend.

On-demand experiences Desire to have a Chicago 
experience perfectly tailored 
to her needs. 

Frequent posts to social me-
dia — Instagram, Facebook, 
Twitter

Sarah is an easy-going 
person who prefers having 
a small, intimate group of 
friends. She makes sure to 
continue to connect with her 
old friends both in person 
and through social media.

Experiences that are  
over-hyped leaving her 
disappointed

Short-term 
Spontaneous 

Traveler 

Leslie 
Evans

Leslie Evans is a recent graduate and has started working with an 
Ad agency. She loves traveling but hates planning. She loves being 
spontaneous and exploring something new. She visits new cities 
over weekend to spend time with her friends. However, she came in 
most cases she comes at least two days earlier to explore the city. 
She loves walking around and soaking the local vibe of a new city.

24 New York, NY B.S. in Mass 
Media &  
Communication

Leslie loves 
exploring. She 
is very fond of 
trying local eats 
especially street 
side and food 
trucks. 

Tech-savvy; latest apps, 
social media

Leslie travels on a 
low budget. She 
likes traveling but 
maintaining a life-
style in New York is 
expensive. She visits 
friends, crashes 
on their couches, 
travels on foot/local 
transportation to 
save money for the 
good stuff of her trip

Just souvenirs 
or post cards. 
Something local to 
remember the place.

Just a carry-on bag 
pack with packing 
for the weekend. 
Casual jeans, shirts, 
sneakers etc.

It is Leslie’s first trip to Chicago. Doesn’t want to me 
be constraints with too many blogs/recommendations. 
Loves exploring on the go and changing course of trip. 
She does not mind missing a few things on the itinerary 
for the purpose of enjoying something she likes for 
some more time. She is definitely not time constrained 
to move from one spot to another just for tick mark.

Travels on quick trips by 
herself to meet up new/
old friends in new cities. 
Enjoys immersing herself in 
local culturals. Likes a few 
monuments and popular 
places, but prefers the road 
less traveled (not many 
explored  / less popular things 
to do)

Wants to learn about a new 
place by going around and 
being a part of the city

Suspense of uncovering 
something new and exciting, 
spontaneity

Desire to explore and discov-
er new things

Post a picture from every 
day’s experience on In-
stagram and Facebook. 
Check-in on Facebook 
whenever she visits a new 
place  / restaurant

Bubbly, friendly, open to 
making new friends, talking to 
strangers, okay with traveling 
by herself

Hates to plan

Short-term 
time-

constrained 
Traveler

Henry Park

Henry Park is currently serving as the Vice President of Marketing for 
a startup app development company. Most of his waking hours are 
spent on work and how to get his company’s product off the ground. 
The startup is fairly small and as such, Henry has to wear many hats 
in the company. He travels mainly for business, but when he has 
time, does try to explore what the cities he travels to has to offer. 
Henry is usually on a budget and sticks to more frugal places when 
he’s exploring on his own, but will go to more expensive restaurants 
when networking with potential clients. Henry is very family-orient-
ed and has a wife and two daughters. When he’s not working, he 
usually goes on small local trips with his family (but tends to get back 
to work in the evenings after dinner).

38 Cupertino, CA B.S. Computer 
Science 
MBA Marketing

Henry is open 
to eating just 
about anything. 
While he did 
grow up eating 
Korean food, 
being in the SF 
Bay Area, he’s 
been exposed 
to different 
ethnic foods 
and loves trying 
new foods.

Henry is very tech savvy 
and uses his smartphone 
to communicate via e-mail 
and chat with his cowork-
ers while he is away from 
the office. While he posts 
infrequently on Facebook 
(mostly to communicate 
with his more-FB-connect-
ed brother and sisters), he 
does use apps like Yelp, 
Google Maps and Mint 
(along with Google’s suite 
of apps--Drive, Hangouts, 
Gmail) to figure out places 
he wants to go and keep 
track of his budget.

Since Henry travels 
mostly for business, 
he needs to stay 
within the budget 
of his per-diem for 
food.

Henry is mostly inter-
ested in doing a little 
big of sightseeing 
and less on purchas-
ing items for himself. 
He does, however, 
want to purchase 
some keychains or 
t-shirts for his two 
daughters, and a 
scarf or mug for 
his wife.

Henry usually 
travels with a 
carryon wheeled 
luggage--standard 
travel luggage of 
business travelers. 
He also travels 
with his laptop, 
tablet, phone in a 
backpack. In his 
backpack, he also 
has whitepapers 
and datasheets 
for his company’s 
product--he likes to 
be prepared in an 
opportunity where 
he can sell his 
product to interested 
customers.

Henry is in Chicago to attend DX Summit 2015, a confer-
ence focusing on new innovations in digital experiences 
(DX). Henry is in Chicago to attend sessions, learn new 
strategies in DX, and above all, network. He’ll be spend-
ing most of his time at the conference and networking 
with contacts after conference hours. Since he’s only 
been to Chicago two other times, both during other 
business trips or conferences, and unlike his other trips, 
Henry has some extra days in Chicago. He’s hoping 
to spend the last day and a half of his trip doing some 
sightseeing of what Chicago has to offer.

Henry travels by himself and 
primarily for business trips. 
He enjoys sightseeing to see 
different cities’ landmarks--ar-
chitecture, history, statues, 
etc. He enjoys trying to new 
foods, but usually sticks to 
restaurants that the different 
cities are known for rather 
than exploring for himself (Or 
things he’s seen on Food 
Network when his wife is 
watching TV; also, Yelp.com). 
He prefers to stay in cities--or 
anywhere with good phone 
signal and free WiFi--rather 
than going out on hikes or 
anywhere off the beaten 
path. He’s pretty busy with 
work, so he likes to keep his 
sightseeing to a few sites. 
Henry prefers having a set 
agenda for travel--much 
like a checklist--rather than 
wandering and seeing what 
he stumbles upon.

Henry wants to visit the 
Cloud Gate, 360 Chicago, 
Willis Tower Skydeck, 
Magnificent Mile, and look for 
a restaurant well-known for 
their deep dish pizza.

Time-constrained, but still 
wants to see what makes 
Chicago unique. Wants to 
bring a piece of Chicago 
and his experiences back to 
his family.

Henry is currently struggling 
with a proper work-life 
balance. The needs for a 
startup are demanding and 
often puts in more than the 
standard 40 hours per week. 
Business trips, while hectic 
and demanding, does offer 
him some time to travel to 
new places. He’s also on the 
lookout for potential family 
vacations he can take--once 
the startup is more stable.

Occasional forays into Face-
book, but mostly to connect 
with his brother and sisters

Borderline workaholic, but 
trying not to be; Extremely 
focused on his work and cre-
ating and marketing a good 
product; Very close family 
unit--when he does have 
some down time between 
work and business trips, 
he usually likes taking day 
trips to the Exploratorium or 
Monterey Bay Aquarium with 
his wife and daughters.

Working too many hours, but 
still wants to take time for 
his personal life. However, 
even in his leisure time, his 
scheduling tendencies still 
come out.
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Non-Tech 
Savvy 

Traveler

Mark 
Russell

Mark Russell has worked at the same company for 20 years in Fi-
nance. His 20-something kids can’t believe it. Not surprisingly, Mark 
is a fan of routine, therefore, doesn’t care much for change. He goes 
to the gym at the same time every morning and always makes sure 
to DVR his favorite show Jeopardy. His kids told him about this app 
and he is open to trying something new but nervous his technology 
short comings might hold him back.

52 Tempe, AZ College Grad-
uate

Traditional. Meat 
and potatoes. 
However, he is 
more “gastro-
pub” than diner 
or dive bar.

Can get by but not com-
fortable. He often forgets 
to do his software updates. 
Has a very limited number 
of Apps (Google Maps, Tip 
calculator). Uses 10% of his 
cell phones functionality. 
Prefers to call to make 
travel reservations.

Mark and his wife 
save for their annual 
trips. He typically 
picks 3.5 – 4 star 
hotels and can 
afford moderately 
priced meals. While 
not luxurious, his 
trips are not frugal 
either.

Rather spend money 
on experiences

Carry on and a 
briefcase

He enjoys traveling and spends a fair amount of time 
browsing brochures, TripAdvisor, and Frommer’s plan-
ning his itineraries. He and his wife try to plan at least 
one short and one long trip a year.

Travels with his wife. Makes 
detailed schedules. Enjoys 
landmarks and places of 
interest/history. Typically rents 
a car or walks.

Plan a well rounded trip with 
time for relaxing but also time 
to see the big landmarks.

See history. Explore a new 
places with his wife.

Break up his routine and do 
something new.

None Structured, friendly, orga-
nized, thoughtful, and smart. 
Gets along with most people. 
Can be patient but can also 
get frustrated (see below)

Doesn’t like to be rushed and 
doesn’t like crowds.

Family 
Travelers

Santiago, 
Ana and 
their two 
sons Laud-
en and 
Auguste.

Santiago is a freelance audio engineer and composes music on the 
side. Ana is a Ph.D. student. The boys are like night and day. Lauden 
is internal and bookish and Auguste is gregarious and athletic. They 
travel to Chicago once a year to visit Ana’s family and typically stay 
6 days. They travel in the summer because the boys are out of 
school. As a family, they look forward to this trip all year. Ana typically 
organizes the travel.

Santiago 
(40), Ana (35), 
Lauden (9),  

Auguste  
(7)

Santiago (Los 
Angeles, CA), 
Ana (Evergreen 
Park, Chicago), 
Boys were born 
in Berkeley, CA

Both are 
college grad-
uates from UC 
Berkeley. Ana 
has a degree in 
culinary arts and 
is in her 2nd 
year working 
toward a Ph.D. 
in history at UC 
Berkeley.

For the most 
part they lean 
toward organic/
natural food but 
they are always 
searching for 
the best hole in 
the wall ethnic 
restaurants in 
Chicago -- they 
especially look 
for Chicago 
style pizza, 
Italian and 
Greek food 
because it’s just 
not the same in 
California.

They are somewhat 
tech-savvy; Santiago and 
Ana travel with iPhones 
and the boys with tablets. 
Ana also brings her iPad. 
The boys know much 
more about apps and 
influence the parents 
knowledge in this area. 
The boys are whizzes with 
technology. They down-
load and play with apps all 
the time.

Moderate to 
economy: Santiago 
is still building his 
audio business and 
Ana is in school 
(augmenting the 
family income with 
student loans). With 
a built-in babysitter 
(grandma) Santiago 
and Ana and will go 
out for one or two 
pricier meals -- typi-
cally looking for chic 
bites in the Windy 
City. Additionally, 
Ana will take the ‘L” 
to connect with old 
friends in cafes.

They will purchase 
souvenirs from the 
zoo and maybe 
a few tee-shirts. 
Ana, capitalizing 
on her mother’s 
babysitting, takes 
the ‘L” downtown 
clothes shopping 
in boutiques. She 
is a smart shopper 
(traditional with a 
little funk). She might 
pick up a fun  / saucy 
dress shirt for 
Santiago.

They travel with one 
BIG suitcase and 
pack everything in 
it. It’s summertime 
travel and so they 
pack Tevas, shorts, 
tee-shirts, fleece, 
baseball caps, 
baseball mitts, and 
frisbee. They each 
bring a backpack for 
the plane. Ana packs 
healthy snacks for 
the family and a 
few magazines and 
journals (New Yorker 
and history journals). 
Santiago packs 
a few magazines 
(Pro Audio, Rolling 
Stone) but typically 
will catch a foreign 
film on the plane 
or listen to music. 
The boys fill their 
backpacks with 
books (Harry Potter, 
Star Wars novels and 
activity books). They 
toss in Highlights for 
Children. They each 
bring their tablet on 
the plane too.

Their travel is leisure and is geared mostly toward 
visiting Ana’s family in Chicago (fly) and Santiago’s family 
in LA (drive). When visiting Chicago, they like to explore 
on the go and Ana relies a lot on memory. Given that 
they are traveling with children and visiting family, they 
need a flexible schedule and so they don’t plan much 
before arriving.

They travel together by plane 
and car. When in Chicago 
they stay with Ana’s mom and 
borrow her car or use the 
‘L” (CTA -Chicago Transit Au-
thority) to avoid outrageously 
expensive public parking in 
the City. Evergreen Park is 
close to downtown Chicago 
and so they spend a lot of 
time in the City. 

Ana want to share her 
knowledge and memories 
of Chicago with her family 
and Santiago is interested in 
exploring neighborhoods off 
the beaten path, concerts, 
and museums. Lauden is 
interested in some alone 
time reading, museums, and 
nature. Auguste is interested 
in seeing the Cubs play 
baseball, music and anything 
outdoors... hanging out in the 
park catching the ball, playing 
frisbee...

Ana is motivated to share the 
places she loved growing up 
and yet she is open to her 
families diverse desires… she 
works to balance the two. 
Here are a few examples of 
how they accommodate all 
family members: Last year 
they went on an Architectural 
Cruise, took in a symphony 
(free) at Grant Park, hung 
out at Millennium Park (kids 
played in the fountains), 
visited the Art Institute of 
Chicago, and spent a lot of 
time in the bookstore for 
Lauden.

Ana wants to experience 
more nightlife (like the old 
days when she worked at 
restaurants and colleagues 
always went out after work). 
Santiago is interested in 
exploring the Chicago music 
scene with Ana -- They don’t 
get out much at home.

Very little. They occasionally 
post photos to Facebook but 
mostly send photos via text 
and email.

As a family they are educat-
ed, quirky and worldly. As 
travelers, they are food loving 
and curious...

Lack of or exorbitant cost 
for parking in the downtown 
area. Crowds and traffic.

Pack of 
Traveler 
Friends

Crystal, 
Angie, 
Brittany, 
John

This group has known each other since college. Crystal is typically 
the organizer and group leader. John just goes along with what the 
group decides. Angie and Brittany usually agree with Crystal but 
they do offer different perspectives. All 4 friends are looking for a 
one week escape to Chicago. They are from California.

Crystal (24), 
Angie (26), 

Brittany (24), 
John (25)

Los Angeles, 
CA

College Grad-
uates

Organic  / Natu-
ral. Brittany is an 
on/off vegan.

All tech savvy with smart 
phones. The girls have 
iPhones but John has an 
Android

Moderate. John is 
still self-employed 
and trying to make 
it, so his budget is 
typically the limiting 
factor.

The girls like to be 
comfortable, so 
they each bring one 
large suitcase. John 
typically brings a 
backpack and his 
laptop. The girls 
don’t really need 
their laptops, but 
Crystal has a tablet 
that she enjoys.

Since it’s Chicago, 
the group will pack 
relatively warm 
clothes. They each 
typically bring one 
suitcase, two pairs of 
shoes, and sandals. 
But, Brittany always 
seems to forget 
a few essentials. 
Phone chargers are 
a must. Electronics 
a must.

Prefer road trips for shorter travel, but will fly for longer 
distances. For Chicago, they will most likely fly and then 
rent a car.

Travel together in one car to 
save money. Angie has the 
car, but they wouldn’t mind 
switching drivers.

They want to get the full 
Chicago experience. Clubs, 
shows, food. They want to 
“see it all”.

Very open, but nothing too 
crazy. Group needs to agree 
together.

Fun and adventure. They 
want to see everyone happy 
in the group.

Crystal loves Pinterest and 
Twitter. Angie is a Facebook-
er, but John and Brittany tend 
to only casually share things.

As a group, they tend to be 
easy going and open. Crystal 
is the stronger leader since 
she’s more decisive. As the 
only guy, John typically lets 
the girls decide where to go. 
Brittany gets a bit agitated if 
she’s not listened to, but Ang-
ie usually calms her down.

Lines and waiting. Traffic. 
Wasting time. Being late.
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Non-Tech 
Savvy 

Traveler

Mark 
Russell

Mark Russell has worked at the same company for 20 years in Fi-
nance. His 20-something kids can’t believe it. Not surprisingly, Mark 
is a fan of routine, therefore, doesn’t care much for change. He goes 
to the gym at the same time every morning and always makes sure 
to DVR his favorite show Jeopardy. His kids told him about this app 
and he is open to trying something new but nervous his technology 
short comings might hold him back.

52 Tempe, AZ College Grad-
uate

Traditional. Meat 
and potatoes. 
However, he is 
more “gastro-
pub” than diner 
or dive bar.

Can get by but not com-
fortable. He often forgets 
to do his software updates. 
Has a very limited number 
of Apps (Google Maps, Tip 
calculator). Uses 10% of his 
cell phones functionality. 
Prefers to call to make 
travel reservations.

Mark and his wife 
save for their annual 
trips. He typically 
picks 3.5 – 4 star 
hotels and can 
afford moderately 
priced meals. While 
not luxurious, his 
trips are not frugal 
either.

Rather spend money 
on experiences

Carry on and a 
briefcase

He enjoys traveling and spends a fair amount of time 
browsing brochures, TripAdvisor, and Frommer’s plan-
ning his itineraries. He and his wife try to plan at least 
one short and one long trip a year.

Travels with his wife. Makes 
detailed schedules. Enjoys 
landmarks and places of 
interest/history. Typically rents 
a car or walks.

Plan a well rounded trip with 
time for relaxing but also time 
to see the big landmarks.

See history. Explore a new 
places with his wife.

Break up his routine and do 
something new.

None Structured, friendly, orga-
nized, thoughtful, and smart. 
Gets along with most people. 
Can be patient but can also 
get frustrated (see below)

Doesn’t like to be rushed and 
doesn’t like crowds.

Family 
Travelers

Santiago, 
Ana and 
their two 
sons Laud-
en and 
Auguste.

Santiago is a freelance audio engineer and composes music on the 
side. Ana is a Ph.D. student. The boys are like night and day. Lauden 
is internal and bookish and Auguste is gregarious and athletic. They 
travel to Chicago once a year to visit Ana’s family and typically stay 
6 days. They travel in the summer because the boys are out of 
school. As a family, they look forward to this trip all year. Ana typically 
organizes the travel.

Santiago 
(40), Ana (35), 
Lauden (9),  

Auguste  
(7)

Santiago (Los 
Angeles, CA), 
Ana (Evergreen 
Park, Chicago), 
Boys were born 
in Berkeley, CA

Both are 
college grad-
uates from UC 
Berkeley. Ana 
has a degree in 
culinary arts and 
is in her 2nd 
year working 
toward a Ph.D. 
in history at UC 
Berkeley.

For the most 
part they lean 
toward organic/
natural food but 
they are always 
searching for 
the best hole in 
the wall ethnic 
restaurants in 
Chicago -- they 
especially look 
for Chicago 
style pizza, 
Italian and 
Greek food 
because it’s just 
not the same in 
California.

They are somewhat 
tech-savvy; Santiago and 
Ana travel with iPhones 
and the boys with tablets. 
Ana also brings her iPad. 
The boys know much 
more about apps and 
influence the parents 
knowledge in this area. 
The boys are whizzes with 
technology. They down-
load and play with apps all 
the time.

Moderate to 
economy: Santiago 
is still building his 
audio business and 
Ana is in school 
(augmenting the 
family income with 
student loans). With 
a built-in babysitter 
(grandma) Santiago 
and Ana and will go 
out for one or two 
pricier meals -- typi-
cally looking for chic 
bites in the Windy 
City. Additionally, 
Ana will take the ‘L” 
to connect with old 
friends in cafes.

They will purchase 
souvenirs from the 
zoo and maybe 
a few tee-shirts. 
Ana, capitalizing 
on her mother’s 
babysitting, takes 
the ‘L” downtown 
clothes shopping 
in boutiques. She 
is a smart shopper 
(traditional with a 
little funk). She might 
pick up a fun  / saucy 
dress shirt for 
Santiago.

They travel with one 
BIG suitcase and 
pack everything in 
it. It’s summertime 
travel and so they 
pack Tevas, shorts, 
tee-shirts, fleece, 
baseball caps, 
baseball mitts, and 
frisbee. They each 
bring a backpack for 
the plane. Ana packs 
healthy snacks for 
the family and a 
few magazines and 
journals (New Yorker 
and history journals). 
Santiago packs 
a few magazines 
(Pro Audio, Rolling 
Stone) but typically 
will catch a foreign 
film on the plane 
or listen to music. 
The boys fill their 
backpacks with 
books (Harry Potter, 
Star Wars novels and 
activity books). They 
toss in Highlights for 
Children. They each 
bring their tablet on 
the plane too.

Their travel is leisure and is geared mostly toward 
visiting Ana’s family in Chicago (fly) and Santiago’s family 
in LA (drive). When visiting Chicago, they like to explore 
on the go and Ana relies a lot on memory. Given that 
they are traveling with children and visiting family, they 
need a flexible schedule and so they don’t plan much 
before arriving.

They travel together by plane 
and car. When in Chicago 
they stay with Ana’s mom and 
borrow her car or use the 
‘L” (CTA -Chicago Transit Au-
thority) to avoid outrageously 
expensive public parking in 
the City. Evergreen Park is 
close to downtown Chicago 
and so they spend a lot of 
time in the City. 

Ana want to share her 
knowledge and memories 
of Chicago with her family 
and Santiago is interested in 
exploring neighborhoods off 
the beaten path, concerts, 
and museums. Lauden is 
interested in some alone 
time reading, museums, and 
nature. Auguste is interested 
in seeing the Cubs play 
baseball, music and anything 
outdoors... hanging out in the 
park catching the ball, playing 
frisbee...

Ana is motivated to share the 
places she loved growing up 
and yet she is open to her 
families diverse desires… she 
works to balance the two. 
Here are a few examples of 
how they accommodate all 
family members: Last year 
they went on an Architectural 
Cruise, took in a symphony 
(free) at Grant Park, hung 
out at Millennium Park (kids 
played in the fountains), 
visited the Art Institute of 
Chicago, and spent a lot of 
time in the bookstore for 
Lauden.

Ana wants to experience 
more nightlife (like the old 
days when she worked at 
restaurants and colleagues 
always went out after work). 
Santiago is interested in 
exploring the Chicago music 
scene with Ana -- They don’t 
get out much at home.

Very little. They occasionally 
post photos to Facebook but 
mostly send photos via text 
and email.

As a family they are educat-
ed, quirky and worldly. As 
travelers, they are food loving 
and curious...

Lack of or exorbitant cost 
for parking in the downtown 
area. Crowds and traffic.

Pack of 
Traveler 
Friends

Crystal, 
Angie, 
Brittany, 
John

This group has known each other since college. Crystal is typically 
the organizer and group leader. John just goes along with what the 
group decides. Angie and Brittany usually agree with Crystal but 
they do offer different perspectives. All 4 friends are looking for a 
one week escape to Chicago. They are from California.

Crystal (24), 
Angie (26), 

Brittany (24), 
John (25)

Los Angeles, 
CA

College Grad-
uates

Organic  / Natu-
ral. Brittany is an 
on/off vegan.

All tech savvy with smart 
phones. The girls have 
iPhones but John has an 
Android

Moderate. John is 
still self-employed 
and trying to make 
it, so his budget is 
typically the limiting 
factor.

The girls like to be 
comfortable, so 
they each bring one 
large suitcase. John 
typically brings a 
backpack and his 
laptop. The girls 
don’t really need 
their laptops, but 
Crystal has a tablet 
that she enjoys.

Since it’s Chicago, 
the group will pack 
relatively warm 
clothes. They each 
typically bring one 
suitcase, two pairs of 
shoes, and sandals. 
But, Brittany always 
seems to forget 
a few essentials. 
Phone chargers are 
a must. Electronics 
a must.

Prefer road trips for shorter travel, but will fly for longer 
distances. For Chicago, they will most likely fly and then 
rent a car.

Travel together in one car to 
save money. Angie has the 
car, but they wouldn’t mind 
switching drivers.

They want to get the full 
Chicago experience. Clubs, 
shows, food. They want to 
“see it all”.

Very open, but nothing too 
crazy. Group needs to agree 
together.

Fun and adventure. They 
want to see everyone happy 
in the group.

Crystal loves Pinterest and 
Twitter. Angie is a Facebook-
er, but John and Brittany tend 
to only casually share things.

As a group, they tend to be 
easy going and open. Crystal 
is the stronger leader since 
she’s more decisive. As the 
only guy, John typically lets 
the girls decide where to go. 
Brittany gets a bit agitated if 
she’s not listened to, but Ang-
ie usually calms her down.

Lines and waiting. Traffic. 
Wasting time. Being late.
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Designing a Prototype

At this point in our team’s process, we determined the problem we wanted 

to solve. Our next step was to develop a solution. We moved away from 

observation and ideation phases and into the prototype phase. To begin 

this process, we developed a user flow mapping how a user would interact 

with Xplore on the Go. We used this user flow to develop wireframes and 

ultimately, the final design of our app.

Login

Google Facebook 
OAuth

Create Account

Google Facebook 
OAuth

Welcome Wizard & 
Video

Successful 
Auth

GROUP LEADER

XPLORER

Logout

XPLORE  
ON THE GO
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DEFAULT LANDING GEOLOCATIONSOCIAL + MEDIA
SPONTANEOUS 

GENERATOR
GENERAL 

MANAGEMENT

MAIN NAVIGATION

XPLORE NOW!

Insta-Xplore!

Team Sync

SOCIAL

Pictures

Social Feed

Social Feed

MAP

Near Me

Favorites

Routes

ACCOUNT

Profile

Settings

Billing

MY TRIPS

Team Xplorers

Trip Planner

Itinerary

Tickets

Reservations

DASHBOARD
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Wireframes

LOGIN & SETUP
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MY TRIPS

TRIP PLANNER
Active

• See what trips you have coming up

Past

• Reference past trips 

Xplorers

• Share your itinerary with fellow Xplorers so they stay up to date on your 

travel plans

New Trip

• Add a trip

Manage Trips

• Book transportation

• View your trip documents (boarding passes, hotel bookings)

• Find out local happenings 

• Check the weather

• View your complete itinerary 
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MY TRIPS

ADDING NEW TRIPS
Add Items to Your Trip

• Forward confirmation emails to trip@xploreonthego.com to include 

additional reservations, such as hotel bookings, sport tickets, car rentals, 

or sightseeing tickets. Xplore on the Go will add these events to your 

itinerary and trip documents 

• You can also add items yourself using the Add an Item dashboard
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MY TRIPS

MANAGING TRIPS
Trip Documents

• The confirmations you forwarded to Xplore on the Go can be found in trip 

documents

• Examples include hotel confirmation, boarding passes

Weather

Transportation

• Book your ride to and from the airport in advance using Xplore on the Go

• You can also purchase buss, trolley, subway passes and more

Directions

• Xplore on the Go can help you get to where you need to go

Itinerary 

• Timeline view of your trip

Notifications

• Find out about events happening during your trip, important local news, 

airline announcements and more

Share

• Send fellow Xplorers your itinerary
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MY TRIPS

FOLLOWING FELLOW XPLORERS
• Share your trip with others and stay up to date on their travel plans. 

Xplore on the Go will keep both parities automatically updated 

• To add an Xplorer, just send Xplore on the Go their email address
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SOCIAL

XPLORE ON THE GO

XPLORE ON THE GO

LET’S EXPLORE 
Plan a new trip to Chicago

XPLORE NOW! 
Go with the flow!

RETRACE  
YOUR STEPS 
View saved trips

SOCIAL MEDIA
The user selects the social media button on the main options panel to share 

updates on their trip or see what is trending in Chicago.

See What’s Trending

• Users can view what others are posting to social media about events or 

points of interest in their general vicinity

• The user could use this information to reroute their travels to incorporate 

events of the day or to explore something new

Share Your Xplorations

• The user can select their preferred social media platforms to post updates 

about their trip

• Users can include photos to their posts 

SEE WHAT’S 
TRENDING

SHARE YOUR  
XPLORATIONS

USER ACTION: 
SELECT SOCIAL 
MEDIA BUTTON
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SOCIAL

XPLORE ON THE GO

XPLORE ON THE GO

LET’S EXPLORE 
Plan a new trip to Chicago

XPLORE NOW! 
Go with the flow!

RETRACE  
YOUR STEPS 
View saved trips

WHAT’S TRENDING
Feed

• Users can view what others are posting to social media about events or 

points of interest in their general vicinity

• The user could use this information to reroute their travels to incorporate 

events of the day or to explore something new

• The hashtag #XPlore or #XPloring will be used

• XPlore on the Go can include information on what is trending in certain 

areas of Chicago

WHAT’S TRENDING

USER ACTION: 
SELECT SOCIAL 
MEDIA BUTTON

#XPloring Post 1

#XPloring Post 3

#XPloring Post 5

#XPloring Post 7

#XPloring Post 2

#XPloring Post 4

#XPloring Post 6

#XPloring Post 8
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SOCIAL

XPLORE ON THE GO

SHARE YOUR XPLORATIONS
Social Media Options

• The user can select which social media platforms they want to post their 

travel updates to

• Users can connect their social media accounts to XPlore on the Go 

through the app settings

• If the user selects a social media outlet but doesn’t already have an 

account connected, the post window will prompt them to connect their 

account

Post

• Text will be auto-generated by the app, but the user can make edits

• Location will be determined by GPS location

• #XPloring hashtag will track trends of app usage through social media

• The user can tag other travelers in the group to their social media post

Photo

• The user can add a photo they already saved in their new trip 

• The user can take a new photo to add to their social media post (The new 

photo will also be saved in the current trip)

POST

I am #XPloring  
Willis Tower

  
— With Sarah Richards

XPLORE ON THE GO

LET’S EXPLORE 
Plan a new trip to Chicago

XPLORE NOW! 
Go with the flow!

RETRACE  
YOUR STEPS 
View saved trips

ADD PHOTO
From XPlore | From Camera

USER ACTION: 
SELECT SOCIAL 
MEDIA BUTTON
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SOCIAL

XPLORE ON THE GO XPLORE ON THE GO

CAMERA
The user selects the camera button on 

the main options panel to share updates 

on their trip or see what is trending in 

Chicago.

Save to Trip

• The photo will automatically save to 

the trip the user is currently on

• A drop down menu will be available 

allowing the user to select other 

trips to save the photo to (multiple 

selection boxes available)

Post to Social Media

• The user can share the photo they 

just took and post it to social media

XPLORE ON THE GO

LET’S EXPLORE 
Plan a new trip to Chicago

XPLORE NOW! 
Go with the flow!

RETRACE  
YOUR STEPS 
View saved trips

USER ACTION: 
SELECT CAMERA 

BUTTON

Your photo has been  
saved to your album,  
“MY CHICAGO 

TRIP”

SHARE YOUR  
PHOTO

Save photo to a different trip
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SOCIAL

XPLORE ON THE GO XPLORE ON THE GO

TRIP PHOTO ALBUM
When the user views their trip details, they can view an album of photos 

they took during a certain trip. These photos can also be shared via the 

user’s connected social media platforms.

Social Media Platform

• The user can select which social media platforms they want to post 

their photo or album to

Share Individual Photo 

• To share an individual photo or photos, the user will press and hold 

the photo they want to select

The user can select multiple photos before posting 

Share Trip Photo Album

• The user can select the “Share Album” button to share the  

entire photo collection

• When posting the album to social media, the album name will match 

the trip name

MY CHICAGO TRIP 
11 / 14 / 2015 – 11  / 19 / 2015

INTERESTS
• Food
• Museums

POSTS
• Food
• Museums

NEED TO SEE
• Willis Tower

MY CHICAGO TRIP 
11 / 14 / 2015 – 11  / 19 / 2015

MY ALBUM

SHARE ALBUM
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Final App Design View the working Xplore on the Go app at bit.ly/1XDDU1a

KEY FEATURES
The final design for Xplore on the Go includes the following features:

• Augmented Geolocation: Xplore on the Go harnesses the user’s 

location, preferences, and friends’ locations to construct spontaneous 

itinerary for exploration.

• Team Connect — Xplorers: Xplore on the Go powers groups to 

spontaneously visit and explore areas with minimal planning. This 

releases teams from groupthink and any decision-making friction.

• Adaptive Routing: Xplore on the Go understands that plans change, so 

it will adapt your daily itinerary based on your location, interests, and time 

of day.

• Social Media: Xplore on the Go helps the user share their travel 

experiences by seamlessly integrating social media into the app.

• Documentation: Xplore on the Go helps the user document their travels 

through photos, favorite locations, and saved routes.

• Crowd-sourced database of information: Users can draw from a large 

collection of interesting locations in Chicago’s with Xplore on the Go’s 

large database of crowd-sourced information. Users can see what other 

users have found interesting and follow in their steps.

USER EXPERIENCE

“Sarah Goes to Chicago” is an animated video that highlights how Xplore on the 

Go improves Sarah’s travel journey. The video provides scenarios where the 

app solves travel problems Sarah faces, like sharing group travel itineraries and 

planning activities in real-time.

Our team created the animation to visually portray a use case or how someone 

might use Xplore on the Go to address a travel pain point. The animated video 

takes out the technical speak, and in a simple way, highlights how a potential 

“Xplorer” can eliminate travel frustrations, like meeting up with a group and 

agreeing on an itinerary.

Instead of relying on feature and functionality descriptions to sell the app, creating 

scenarios like the animation video helps future Xplorers see themselves using the 

app to overcome an obstacle and achieve a specific goal. The video helps us 

“show” instead of “tell” the benefits while humanizing the app.  

VIEW THE VIDEO HERE AT BIT.LY/1L40M83.

http://bit.ly/1XDDU1a
http://bit.ly/1l40m83
http://bit.ly/1l40m83


AUGMENTED GEOLOCATION 

TEAM CONNECT — XPLORERS 

ADAPTIVE ROUTING

SOCIAL MEDIA

DOCUMENTATION
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SPLASH1 LOGIN2 NEW TRIP3 HOMEPAGE4 MAP5
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SOCIAL 
MEDIA

6 TRIPS7 TRIP 
MANAGER

8 XPLORERS9 XPLORE 
NOW!

10
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Project Summary

GOING TO MARKET
To bring Xplore on the Go to market, our team outlined the following items to 

be addressed:

• Partnerships to utilize existing data sources using Xplore on the Go’s 

platform (Yelp for restaurant reviews, Expedia for hotel rates, Google 

Maps for maps, etc.)

• Investment dollars

• Developing a user base

• More robust user testing

• Optimize marketing tools for audience and stakeholders

LESSONS LEARNED
Over the course of this project, our team learned several things regarding 

app development and user-centered design:

Market research was an important first step in developing our app. We 

determined the pros and cons of each of the multitude of travel resources 

available, and aimed to design an app that offered something better.

Engaging users for the long term was an important part of our design 

strategy, since we wanted to ensure that users would continue to use the app 

and not revert to their previously used resources.

Choosing the most effective research methods helped refine our focus 

on a target audience. Slicing and dicing the data helped us build out a good 

story for our customer journey.

Creating a prototype was challenging since we were required to decide 

how much functionality or how many views a user needed to see in order to 

comprehensively test the app’s usability.

Defining personas was a key building block for creating a user-centered 

app. Once the personas were defined, we were able to focus on the app’s 

functionality from the user perspective. Moreover, being able to personally 

relate to a persona was helpful in determining how they would use Xplore on 

the Go.

User surveys provided helpful insights, but we learned that an on-the-go app 

would ideally undergo real-world tests to see how people interact with their 

devices while on vacation.

Project collaboration is as important as project management. Consistent 

and transparent communication, encouragement of multiple perspectives, 

and clear expectations and accountability were the cornerstones of our 

success. Our team was diverse, with varying working styles, but there was a 

tremendous amount of flexibility, respect, and humor.
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